# Master of Teaching (Health and Physical Education) 2019

## Year 1

Students must complete all the following:

### Semester One

- **EDMT5676** Teaching and Learning (5 cps)
- **EDMT5010** Special and Inclusive Education (3 cps)
- **EDMT5601** The Secondary Teaching Professional (2 cps)
- **EDMT5679** Aboriginal Education: Secondary Schools (2 cps)
- **EDMT5692** Health Curriculum 1 (6 cps)
- **EDMT5694** Physical Education 1 (6 cps)

### Semester Two

- **EDMT5502** Teachers and Learners: School Communities (6 cps)
- **EDMT5678** Literacy and Numeracy: Secondary Schools (4 cps)
- **EDMT5681** MTeach Professional Experience 1 (2 cps)
- **EDMT5693** Health Curriculum 2 (6 cps)
- **EDMT5695** Physical Education 2 (6 cps)
- **EDMT6019** LANTITE MTech (0 cps)

## Year 2

Students must complete all the following:

### Semester One

- **EDMT6500** Schools and their Communities (5 cps)
- **EDMT6125** Special Education: Inclusive Schools (3 cps)
- **EDMT6629** MTeach Professional Experience 2 (2 cps)
- **EDMT6630** Information Technology: Secondary School (2 cps)
- **EDMT6636** HPE Curriculum and Assessment Studies (6 cps)
- **EDMT6637** Physical Education 3 (6 cps)

### Semester Two

- **EDMT6012** Practitioner Research (12 cps)
- **EDMT6018** Teaching Internship (12 cps)